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Athletics programs
top list of requests
for IRA allocations
by Jeffrey It. Smith
Requests for $479,109 in student money have been subrniLed to the
Instructionally Related Activities (IRA) fee advisory committee by 23
academic and athletic programs on campus.
However, according to recently-released enrollment statistics and
estimates of supplemental monies from the state, the committee will
have only $275,310 to distribute.
Students currently pay $5 per semester in IRA fees.
Since students turned down a proposal on the A.S. ballot that would
have increased the student contribution to the IRA fee by $1, the committee will have to cut more than $203,000 from the requests.
Student voters did approve an advisory referendum stating they felt
a "disproportionate" amount of IRA funds were being spent on athletics.
Last year, the athletic programs received 78 percent of the total IRA
budget of $273,998. SJSU gave more IRA money to athletics than any of
the seven largest schools in the CSUC system.
A.S. Controller and IRA committee member Tom Fil said that
because of the referendum, "There’s definitely going to be a reapportionment of IRA funds" away from athletics.
According to A.S. President Mike Medina, the IRA committee will
Make its decision n the requests by mid-April.
"I don’t think the total bottom-line figure reflects what is really
needed," Medina, who is also IRA committee chairman, said.
"Programs are notorious for padding their requests."
Asked what requests would probably be cut, Medina said, "I’m not
exactly sure what the sentiments on the committee are."
However, he said the men’s and women’s athletics budgets should be
cut by at least $1, "just for the psychological effect.".
"Some of the programs are ridiculously inflated," he said. "’This
university is really coming to a crisis point. Something has to give."
The largest request this year is for Men’s Athletics, which is asking
for $134,166. Last year, the committee allocated $110,000 to men’s sports.
Along with the men’s athletics request, women’s athletics , which
received 9105,000 last year, is asking for $129,717.
The Music Department is requesting $99,988 in IRA money this year,
including $37,379 for the marching band. Last year, the marching band
was allocated $17,000, while the music council, which funded 10 different
music programs, received $13,000.
This year, these programs have undergone consolidation and are
presenting eight separate requests under the heading of "music ensembles." The requests total $62,609.
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Robinson, Graveline in runoff
to decide next A.S. president
by Jeffrey R. Smith
Tony Robinson of A Fresh Start
( AFS) and Rebecca Graveline of
Students for Action, Access and
Accountability (SFA) will face each
other in a runoff election for the
Associated Students presidency.
The runoff, which will most
likely take place next week, was
made necessary because neither
candidate received the margin of
votes necessary to win an A.S.
executive position.

Ftanjan Charan of SFA 1,206 to 778.
Osborne said she was "surprised, happy and thinking ahead
about all! have to do now." She said
her next task will be to help
Robinson and Martinez campaign
for the runoff.
Robinson said he was "disap-

Robinson received 788 votes and
Graveline took 717. The total votes

’Another week of
campaigning is not
what I wanted’
needed to win was 1,135, one more
than one-half of the total votes cast.
The vice presidential race
between Andy Arias of SFA and Pat
Martinez of AFS will also be decided
by a runoff.
Arias received 878 votes and
Martinez 795. Linda Valdez of
Students for Change garnered 451
votes, thus forcing the election into a
runoff between the other two.
Elaina Chang, member of the
A.S. election borard, said she hopes
the runoff election will be held next
Monday and Tuesday. The board
will make a final decision on the
runoff date today.
Angela Osborne of AFS is the
only candidate assured of having an
executive seat next year. She won
the race for controller, outpolling

Greeks compare notes
The Greeks gathered
yesterday to enjoy a bit of song
and dance in the Student Union
Amphitheatre in celebration of
Greek Week.
The amphitheatre was filled
to capacity with fraternity and
sorority members participating
in the hour-long event and a
crowd lined the rim to observe
the songfest below.
The event got off to a roaring
start as each Greek house
chanted songs and clapped
hands.
The women of Delta Gamma,
dressed in sailor suits, did a tune
that was difficult to hear over the
clapping of the crowd but the
lyrics went something like,
"We’re the hottest babies in
town."
Pi Kappa Alpha will probably
win an award for the worst
harmony of the day with their
parody sung to the tune of "The
Halls of Montezuma."
Sigma Nu had one of the
more dazzling performances of
the day as fraternity members
danced and sang a parody of
"Killing Me Softly." Their
version was unprintable.
The results of the sing-off will
be announced Friday night at the
Greek Ball in the S.U. Ballroom.

photo by BM Andrews

Rebecca Graveline

pointed"at having to go through a
runoff election.
"Another week of campaigning
is not what! wanted," he said.
Robinson also said endorsements from other presidential
candidates would be important in
winning the runoff.
The runnerups for president
were: Elizabeth McCurtis (336
votes), Jim Fredrickson( 198), Eric
Green ( 96), Diane Locke (86) and
Marty Bridges (47).
’I hope I can convince Elizabeth
that I’m the best candidate,"
Robinson said. Both he and McCurtis supported the Automatic
Funding Initiative, which Graveline
opoosed.
The
initiative,
which
automatiocally allocates a part of
the $10 A.S. fee to certain programs,
was overwhelmingly approved by
the students, 1,603 to 648.
Graveline said she was "very
pleased" with the election,
especially the board of directors
races. SFA captured 10 board seats
while AFS took two.
Arias said of the upcoming

photo by Bill Andrew.,

Tony Robinson
runoff campaign, "I hope I’m given
the chance to prove to the voters that
I am the best qualified candidate."
Arias said he hoped the candidates could engage in another
public forum to debate the issues.
Martinez said she thinks the
runoff will be "pretty hectic. I don’t
know which way it’s going to go".

SFA takes 1 0 of 12
A.S. board seats
by John MeNieholas
For the second year in a row, the
Students for Action, Access and
Accountability (SFA) party has
captured 10 of the 12 seats on the
Associated Students board of
directors.
However, most of the SFA
candidates barely survived clsoe
races with candidates from A Fresh
Start AFS), which placed two of its
nominees on the board.
By gaining a greater than twothirds majority on the board, SFA
will enjoy effective control of the
legislative branch of the A.S.
government.
SFA’s, David Andrade, incumbent academic senator, won the
director of academic affairs post
with 154 write-in votes. The holder
of this office reports changes in
academic or administrative policies
to the A.S. board, and serves as the
liaison between the A.S. and the
student academic sentors.
The race for director of business
affairs was won by AFS candidate,
Clark Meadows, with 837 votes.
Meadows will serve as A.S. finance
officer and on the personnel board.
The director of commmunications seat went to Judy
Murray of SFA, who garnered 796
votes. The communications director
represents the A.S. to the media and
is reponsible for advertising and
publicizing A.S. affairs.
The new director of community
affairs, Dede Cameron, was the only
AFS candidate to win a seat in a
head-to-head race with an SFA
candidate. Cameron received 911
votes to Scott Cooley’s 838. She will
be the liaison between the A.S. and
campus and community groups.

The director of ethnic affairs
seat went to Alma Dolores Canizales
of SFA. As director, she will report
to the board on anything that affects
minority students at SJSU including
affirmative action and financial aid
policies.
The lone candidate for director
of intercultural affiars, Bo (Eddie)
Buhisan, of the SFA, was elected

Most SFA hopefuls
narrowly survive
close political races
ith AFS opponents
with 1,309 votes. He will serve as the
liaison btween the A.S. board and
international student groups.
Sharon
SFA
incumbent
Maureen O’Connor was re-elected as
director of non-traditional minority
affairs on 868 votes. The purpose of
this office is to "strive to see that the
special needs of non-traditional
minorities ( including gay, disabled,
re-entry and night students) are
addressed," according to the A.S.
rules of procedure.
Connie Magana, SFA, was
elected director of personnel,
receiving 854 votes. She will be
responsible for keeping accurate
and up-to-date records of all
positions held by students in the A.S.
and on university committees.
SFA candidate Byron Berhel
won a close race against AFS
candidate Alex Gonzales for the post
of director of sponsored programs.

Receiving 847 votes to Gonzales’ 845,
Berhel will be charged with knowing
which programs have been funded
through the special allocations
process and serving the special
allocations committee.
Newly -elected director of
student rights and responsibilities
Octavia Butler, SFA, collected 876
votes. She will report to the A.S.
board any changes in policy affecting student rights and responsibilities.
Other duties of this office include serving as a liaison between
the AS. and the ombudsman and
"promoting awareness" of student
grievance procedures.
With 897 votes, SFA’s Mike
Howell won the director of student
services post. Responsibilities of
office include serving as a liaison for
the student services division of the
university, the student union board
of governors, and the student
programs and services office. He
will also serve as a member of the
S.U. board of governors and on the
student services advisory board.
Jim Rowen ran uncontested for
director of California state affairs
and received 1,118 votes. He will be
responsible for keeping the board
aware of decisions and policy
changes concerning SJSU.
Three persons ran for the three
student seats on the academic
senate. They were Mark Pattenaude, no party affiliation, 642
votes: incumbent Eric Bell, 871
votes; and Mary York, 741 votes.
Both Bell and York ran on the SFA
ticket.

April Fools Day joke fails

Goldfish prank plugged
by university plumbers
by Barbara Wyman
Plans for a rather fishy April Fools’ joke dried up this
week when the fountain outside Tower Hall was turned
off.
About half a dozen students had been plotting a
massive dump of 200 goldfish into the fountain to honor the
holiday.
SJSU psychology major, Steve Chapralis , who is also
one of the main instigators of the goldfish caper, said the
group had been "kicking around" the idea for a few
weeks.
The group had earlier thought of putting a baby shark
in the fountain, but that idea was discarded as not
feasible.
"The water wasn’t really deep enough," Chapralis
explained.
Bill Osborne, a close friend of Chapralis’, had
originally dreamed up the idea. Osborne is not a student at
SJSU.
Osborne and Chapralis then gained support form
friends and Chapralis’ fellow West Hall dorm dwellers.
"We were all going to pitch ir, for the fish," Chapralis
said. Group members he explained, would have to pay
only a few dollars each to purchase the fish.
The fountain was turned off by university plumbers

last week after pranksir’,t, umipeo hundreds of Spartan
Daily newspapers into the fountain. The newspapers
clogged the drain.
"Things like that mess up the drains and take time
and money to repair," plumbing supervisor Reggie
Denner said.
The newspapers. Denner said , were thrown in at the
same time a pump near the Old Science building happened to break down.
A crew had to pump the fountain water out manually
and it took two to three hours, Denner estimated.
A pump in the basement of the tower will also have to
be taken apart and fixed as a result of the prank.
The fountain, Denner explained, woun’t be operating
this week as the crew has other repairs to attend to.
He cited the steam and water lines which were broken
during the Building R demolition clean up last week as
examples.
"Those things are time consuming," he said.
Presently there are four plumbers ( including Denner(, two maintenance men and one welder employed by
the university.
The goldfish prank Denner admitted, would have beer,
a" novel idea." But "once those fish are sucked down ( the
drain) they’re bait".
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Presley’s death packaged;
when can he rest in peace?
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Editorial

Six -day campaign too short
As the dust created by the Associated
Students election settles, we think it is time
for the student government to reevaluate an
unfair campaign restriction imposed by the
election board.
Act Nine of the A.S. Constitution
stipulates that no campaigning shall take
place before an election orientation meeting
for prospective candidates. The act
requires that the meeting shall be held "at
least five school days before the first day of
balloting."
This year, the election board organized
the orientation on the afternoon of March 19
six school days before the election. By
picking a date so close to the election, the
board narrowed the campaign to the week
before Monday’s election.
The board could have held its meeting
earlier, allowing for extensive and proper
campaigning.
They chose not to.
A six day campaign is just not long
enough for the campus community to learn
enough about all the candidates and issues
to make informed choices.

The abbreviated campaign hurts the
chances of challengers the most. They do
not have the advantage of office to provide
them with easy and cheap publicity.
We were frustrated by having to rush
with our election coverage in order to get
the necessary information to the students
before election day.
Because of the time constraints, we
could not provide any more than a mere
listing of the candidates for the A.S. board
of directors positions. As a consequence, the
vast majority of voters went into the booths
with scant information on these candidate’s
qualifications and stances on the important
campus issues.
The mini-campaign has made it difficuilt for students to get involved in the
electoral process. How much can we expect
them to care when they were introduced to
the cast of characters only one week ago.
Act Nine should either be repealed or
rewritten so a fair and vaild campaign can
be conducted on this campus.
Six days is simply not enough time to
complete the political process.

Tuition cheaper in long run?
Yet in the long run, it may actually be cheaper to pay
the tuition.
State tax money pays for CSUC faculty payroll checks
as opposed to those at UC Berkeley, Stanford, etc., where
Sacramento
has recently students pay stiffer prices for their diplomas.
simmered with the possibility of
Because every Californian contributes to the state
implementing tutition fees for CSUC budget, SJSU students pay only $116 per semester.
students as early as next year.
A graduate student tuitiion of
Tuition not a cure-all for anything;
about $500 per semester is up for
approval, and an undergraduate fee will provide more control over faculty
could follow if the first one passes.
However, in four or five years, SJSU’s present
With this news SJSU student political parties now students will be part of that state work force, contributing
active in the student election have gone on record as financially to the CSUC system. They will pay taxes not
opposing such a charge for education at this campus.
for four or five years, as students pay their fees, but for as
Naturally, no one wants to pay higher prices, long as they are employed in California.
especially when the rises may be four, five or six times
Tuition is not a cure-all for anything. But it will
what the costs are now.
provide more control over faculty because the paychecks
Although the parties have little influence over would come directly from the students instead of the
Sacramento, opposing tuition sounds good for the cam- capital.
paign.
Eric Strahl

Stall Writer

The "king of rock ’n’ roil" is
dead but his spirit will live on as
long as it can make a profit.
Three years after the death of
Elvis Presley, entrepeneurs with
dollar signs in their eyes and
millions in their pockets, tried to
sell trivial Elvis items to the accepting public.
The sixth annual Elvis Fan
Festival held Sunday at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds is a
prime example of the commercialization of this rock ’n’ roll
star’s death.
The festival brought hundreds of
fans to the fairgrounds in search of
any little thing to remind them of
"the king".
The festival featured such
"useful" items as a $300 gold plated
Elvis bourbon decanter and a $75
two-foot-tall ceramic statue of Elvis.
Various posters and buttons lined
the booths as well.
The statue was marked down
from $90.
One must wonder if these items,
had they not been associated with
Presley, would have been as
greedily gobbled up as they were
Sunday.
From the day he died, Elvis
Presley became no more to money
hungry businessmen than a means
to make an easy profit.
The very night Elvis passed
away, there were vendors selling
Elvis t-shirts on the street below his
Memphis home.
"It’s exploiting, ripping off.
There was none of that before he
died," an employee at the Presley
mansion told a reporter for the The
Progressive in 1979. "Everybody
who loved Elvis hates the commercialization of his name," the
employee said.
Not long after Presley’s death,
his father and his long-time

Barbara Wyman
Staff Writer

manager tear:ied up to sell exclusive
rights to "official" Elvis merchandise to a Delaware-based firm.
The sale brought the two a
reported $150,000 plus five percent of
net sales.
The company, a celebrity
merchandising outfit, then created a
multi -million dollar business from
the 35 or 40 souvenirs.
The company enforced its reign
on the originals by pressing lawsuits
against competition which tried to
imitate its product. Bootleg Elvis
items could still be found, however.
Seven shops, located across the
street from the Presley mansion,
made a killing I no pun intended on
the death of the superstar.

"WHO

Trinkets, ashtrays, music
boxes, playing cards, medallions,
stick pins, lapel buttons and even
bumper stickers, all bearing some
memory of the former singer were
sold for outrageous prices.
Copies of Memphis newspapers
reporting Presley’s death sold for $2
and dollar bills with his picture in
place of George Washington’s were
a "bargain" at $3.95.
A sudden rash of Elvis clones
also did its part to add a touch of
Hollywood and New York to the
Presley death.
Some dedicated spotlight
seekers even went as far as to have
plastic surgery just to gain a
physical likeness to the rock idol.
Elvis contests still offer an
array of prizes for the one who can
most accurately emulate "the
king".
Like Marilyn Monroe, James
Dean, and even John Lennon,
Presley’s death was packaged and
sold.
Will the profit seekers ever let
him "rest in peace?"
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Moral Majority
for ’better society
Editor:
When one hears about the Moral
Majority, the important thing to
remember is that non-members are
not the immoral minority. As with
any group there will always be a far
left and right and the Moral
Majority is not exempt.
The second thing to remember is
that the Moral Majority desires a
better society for all Americans, not
just themselves.
The Moral Majoirity is tired of
the increasing moral decay in
America and is setting about to
remedy it. The Moral Majority is
against abortion, pornography and
homosexuality. It is for bibical
morality. While it has been said tha
various positions of the Moral
Majority are detrimental, close
examination of these positions turns
out lobe quite the contrary.
Rich Robinson said ’Jerry
Falwell is the so-called religious
leader of this cult. He invokes the
Bible as a rationale for his beliefs,
and he uses the name of God for a
reference.’ The writer is obviously
confused. Jerry Falwell is the pastor
of one of the largest Christian

churches in America. I should hope
he would use the Bible as a
reference. The Bible is the work of
God, the foundation of the Christian
Church. If Falwell uses the Bible as
a basis for his beliefs, why then
would Jesus be against the Moral
Majority?
Robinson must want to take
away the vote of the entire Moral
Majority and its supporters. Can’t
Christians choose their representatives too?
Robinson said ’history has
shown that groups like the minority
are only a flash in the pan. Once they
are truly understood, they are
rejected by the Aim rican people.’
The American people make up the
Moral Majority, the people of all
different social classes, race and
professions.
A great number of the Moral
Majority members make up
America’s minorities. Who are you
against, Mr. Robinson’
If articles are contorted about
the Moral Majority, as you did, it
will turn public sentiment against
the Moral Majority.
Morality is an issue between
God and man. No one can stand
between that.
Tom Steele
Business
sophomore

’Happy to see
arts coverage’
Editor:
’The Entertainer’ is great! I’ve
been attending SJSU on and off for
the past 10 years, and I’m happy to
see that the Spartan Daily is giving
more coverage to the arts.
Kathy Kurz
Theatre Aesthetics

Reader praises
Daily film critic
Editor:
Congratulations are in order for
your film critic, Greg Robertson. In
his column last week, he predicted
every Academy Award given out
Tuesday night. With the exception of
the sound award, he even hit all the
technical awards right.
The Spartan Daily should feel
honored to have such a knowledgeable critic as Robertson on staff.
Some of the other papers in the
area, such as the Mercury, should be
so lucky.
David Sanford
Marketing
senior
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Business School gets new dean
by Arlene Stenger
A new dean for the
School of Business has been
selected to replace retiring
dean George Halverson.
Marshall J. Burak, 44,
dean of graduate programs
and a professor of finance
at Babson College near
Wellesley, Mass., will take
over the post in July.
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A native Californian
who has spent the last 12
years in the Midwest and
East, Burak said he is
eager to "come home" and
is excited with the appointment.
"The position is a
challenging one," he said.
"I see possibilities for the
School of Business both
academically and in the
community in terms of
The
productivity.
curriculum seems to be
well-based and sound. Our
principle issue will be to

attract more faculty with
terminal
degrees
( Ph.D.$)."

Savings and Loan,
"Dr. Burak’s plans,
interest and enthusiasm for
bringing key programs

Burak, who is married
and has three children,
grew up in Los Angeles.

Burak joined Babson
College in 1977 after 13
years as a teacher and
administrator at Southern
Illinois University, USC
and UCLA.
He has been awarded
more than $376,000 in
research grants from
sources including the
Sloan
Corp.,
Xerox
Foundation and Ford
Foundation.

Marshall J. Burak
Some of these grants
have been in developing
elective MBA courses to
provide students with realworld management and
experience
consulting
through various field study
projects.
The new dean has also
held executive positions in
private firms such as
Union Bank, Aerospace
Corp.
and
American

within our own university
together with business and
industry for the mutual
benefit of the private sector
and our faculty and
students made him a clear
first choice," SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
said.
Burak said he became
interested
in
SJSU
"because of the importance of the school to its
environment.
’The
university
provides a lot of graduates
for industry in the area and
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SJSU to lose computer director
by Jeff Davis
SJSU will be looking
for a new director of information systems and
computing services after
this semester.
Director
Patricia
Stadel has accepted a
position with a New Yorkbased management consulting firm and will be
leaving the university July
10.
The service processes
all record, admission and
grade material for the
Admission and Records
Office and is responsible
for the operation of all
computers on campus.
In her new post, Stadel
will head computing activity for McKinsey and
Company, Inc., a worldwide organization with
branch offices in 23
countries.
Stadel said the New
York job offer came
unexpectedly and she
wasn’t actively ’soliciting’
for anew job.
With
advancing
technology, the importance
of computing services has
compounded over the
years.
The director now earns
$45,000 a year and works
under SJSU
directly
President Gail Fullerton.
"I received an offer I
simply couldn’t refuse,"
Stadel said, although she
refused to say what her
new salary will be.
However, money
wasn’t the biggest reason
for her career move, she
said.
Hired in 1974 by then
SJSU President John
Bunzel, Stadel was the first
person explicitly recruited
for the position.
Prior to her appointment, the director’s
position was filled by a
faculty member who also
had regular teaching and

advising duties.
When Stadel began in
1974, SJSU and entire CSUC
system were rebounding
from drastic changes in
computing policy.

responsible for processing
grades and documenting
material for students’
permanent records.
Stadel had two major
objectives she wanted to

what the computer center
is trying to do."
"I think we’ve done
that," she added.
Stadel also planned to
stay at SJSU through installation of the new
CYBER 170-730-2 computer
in 1982. The new model will
replace the outdated CDC
3150 compuiter now in use.
"The CYBER system
does everything better than
the one now in use," she
said.
The State Department
of Finance is holding up a
proposal to install the new
computer in the Reserve
Book room after the new
library is completed.
Installation of the new
computer in the Reserve
Book Room will cost the
university $813,000.

photo by Ted Thurgate
Patricia Stadel
The CSUC system was
switching from its two
regionally-based compter
centers in the north and
south, to individual centers
on each campus.
The change created a
large need for computer
management personnel.
Filling this need hasn’t
been easy, partially dui to
an unprepared SJSU
faculty and administration.
Stadel said some
faculty members have
been slow to understand
computer service policy,
but Fullerton has been very
responsive to problems in
computing and processing.
Working closely with
the Office of Admissions
and Records, Stadel and
the computer center are

Dress Smart
& Shop

’Our principal issue will be
to attract more faculty with
terminal degrees’ -- Burak

He earned iris master’s
in business administration
at UCLA in 1959. In 1968, he
received his doctorate in
business administration
from USC.
His special area of
interest lies in international finance and
trade.

this means opportunity to and also raise funds needed
develop our outreach and for faculty research."
build ties that feed back
"The candidates were
into the school to support a all
very well qualified,"
Wade said. "We had six
interviews on the campus
and we submitted three of
those names to the
president without ranking.
We weren’t allowed to give
our first, second or third
choice."

see through before leaving
the university, she said.
"I really wanted to
improve service to instructors and students, so
the facility would be easier
to use," she said.
She added that she also
wanted to "increase the
awareness on campus of

Although Stadel admitted the move is expensive, she said in the
long run it would "save the
state considerable money
because it is inevitable that
the computer will be moved there sometime."
"I’ve had a lot of good
experiences here at SJSU
and a lot of people I’ll
miss," she said. "I really
think it would be better for
both me and the university
if someone else took over
from here."
Fullerton will announce the replacement for
the now vacant director’s
spot later this year.

KIRKISH
WESTERN WEAR
HATS AND BOOTS
LEVIS/WRANGLERS
736-6243

The new dean will head
broad range of academic, a faculty of more than 100
consulting and research as well as a student
enrollment in excess of
activities."
A total of 59 persons 4,500.
He will be directly
applied for the dean
position, according to responsible to Academic
Serena Wade, chairperson Vice President Robert
of the dean search com- Sasseen.
mittee.
According to Academic
Senate policy, candidates
were required to "have
administrative experience
within an academic institution, be nationally
recognized in a field
clearly related to business
through publications and
presentations
at
professional meetings, be
able to articulate the role of
the school in the academy
to local business/industry

MOr,

/6111/4L

448 No. Son P
r
Corner of Fox Cy Son
298-11
Son Jose
New & Used Fashion Apparel .
On Consignment From The
Area’s Smartest Women
Friendly &
Old Fashioned Atmosphere
Nice &
Affordable I lsed Clothing
:

PREPARE FOR

MCAT* DAT LSAT
GRE GRE PSYCH GRE MO GMAT
PCAT OCAT VAT MAT SAT CPA
TOM. MSKP NAT’L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT’L DENTAL BOARDS

PODIATRY BOARDSPermanent
NURSING
BOARDS
Centers open days. evenings and
weekends.
otivii2/441. Complete
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
TEST-n

COIN -OP

AUTO WASH
75t
50t
50t

CONSIGNMEXT
FASHION
BaIMPUr

LSAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW!

ASTOR’S

wash
wax
vac

At ...

KAMAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

-TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

OPEN 24
HOURS

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433.1763
1 Security Pacific Pl. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

732 S. First
near Virginia

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301
or into,rrraiton About Other Centers

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

804 Lincoln
corner of Lonus

In Mo e Than 85 Major l.IS Cdies 8 Abroad

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

RING WEEK
GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD PRICES
DOWN GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD

198 S. MURPHY, SUNNYVALE
(ACROSS FROM MACY’S)
N1TWF 10-6

THURS 10-9

SAT 10-5:30

GREEK WEEK
THURSDAY, APRIL 2ND

20 OFF

Chariot
Races

GOLD RINGS

Order now for biggest
savings of the year....
Order now for graduation

1 2 NOON
ROTC FIELD
Women’s

Men’s

April 640
/Oam #ft- ti Prn
sponsored by associated students

$20 deposit required. C.O.D.
Master Charge Visa accepted

fia"Spicietan
’Bookstore
San Jose State University
OUR MAJOR’
’SERVICE
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This Summer Develop Your
Art and Design Ability in
Intense Workshops in
New York City
at

Parsons
criooi of
esign
photo by Larry Bra,

SJSU student Sue Huseman fences against a West Point cadet
in the foil competition in the Military Cup Championships,
Sponsored by the Military Science Department. It is hoped that

such events can elevate the status of the United States
in world -class fencing.

First Military Cup Championships
hope to help United States fencing
by Bruce Buckland
Sparks flew amid the
shrill ring of crossing
swords in the Women’s
Gym last Wednesday and
Thursday as SJSU hosted
the first annual Military
Cup Fencing Championships.
The event was the
brainchild of Dr. William
associate
Gaugler,
professor in the SJSU Art
Department and Col.
Robert Edler, chairman of
the SJSU Military Science
Department.
Both men share a
dream of restoring the
United States to the status
of an effective competitor
in world-class fencing,
Elder said.
They propose to begin
this process by making
fencing a part of the
cirriculurn offered by the
Military Science Depart-

ment at SJSU and other
colleges and universities
across the country, he
added.
Elder said this spring’s
ROTC fencing class would
be the first ever to
graduate from SJSU.
He added there was a
good chance a bona -fide
fencing academy would
ultimately be established
at SJSU.
Although invitations
were extended to all U.S.
service academies as well
as individual swordsmen
from all the U.S. armed
forces, only the West Point
fencing club, the "Black
Knights" were able to
attend.
The West Point fencing
team has recently been
changed to an unofficial
club due to a lack of funding for the program, West
point coach Maj. Gerry

Lady Spartans hope
to improve 2-5 mark
Coming off a second place finish in a four-way tournament last weekend, the women’s tennis squad are on
the road for four matches in four days.
The Lady Spartans will battle Cal State Northridge,
UC-Irvine, Cal State Long Beach and Cal State Fullerton
before returning home Saturday.
The Southern California tour consists of what Coach
Lyn SinClair calls "tcugh and talented teams." The
Spartans will be looking to improve upon their 2-5 NorCal
record.
The Lady Spartans faced the Fresno State Bulldogs
last Thursday after being rained out of a match against
the Oregon Beavers, which was scheduled for that morning.
SinClair said before the match that the Spartans
"should win the match if my players play up to their
potential."
Apparently they didn’t and the Spartans came away
losing 7-2 to the Bulldogs.

Edelen said.
Following a brief
opening ceremony and
preliminary remarks
delivered by Elder, the
competition began.
The SJSU ROTC
competitors were divided
into three teams; SJSU
Gold, SJSU Blue, and
Military Composite.
There were three
categories of fencing
competition. The first to be
presented was the foil
competition, which West
Point won.
The second category
presented was the sal-re

competition. A sabre is
similar to a foil, but has a
larger bell -guard for
protection of the fencer’s
hand.
The West Point club
was eliminated from sabre
competition during the
preliminary bouts. SJSU
Blue took the final honors
over SJSU Gold and
Military Composite.
The third category of
competition was epee, a
slightly heavier weapon
than the foil or sabre. SJSU
Blue also took this event.
SJSU fencing coach
Michael D’Asaro was

1975

Spartan Daily
Sers I. g the "an Jose state
University Community
Since 1934
UCPS909-0101
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of Cal.
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Association and the Associated
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Courses are offered

in:

Drawing
Painting
Photography
Jewelry
Weaving

Ceramics
Illustration
Graphic Design
Fashion Design
Environmental Design

irk 10011

Please send me mote information on college courses in New York this summer.
Name
Address
City/State/Zip

1973

FORD
sit,STAW.,
$1988

AUDI
061174
$1788

1973

1968

BUICK
564U08

CADILLAC
1A5151101%05
$288

$1288
1971

1965

CHEVY
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OLDSMOBILE
IC 01.0 51380911

$988

$688

1975

1976

VW THING
IkV/44

FIAT
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$2188
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INIMMIIMMINE11111
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$01688

1977

1976

FORD
/146M

OLDSMOBILE
IONA144 /I -PSI
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1111
II

$2188

$13288
1979

1977

FORD
SilaS 99

KYOTEE
(fORMUI A 4401

$3388

$2950

ttIMUE MikaYJLs

2ND CAR HE ^DOUARTERS
446 S. WINCHESTER 241-3166
\\A,...c:oss from the Mystery House Financing availify

nalA_.111/

111EP’
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers:

515 INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON

San Jose 95110

(212) 741-8975.

-DRIVE AWAY ANY CAR ON OUR LOT FOR $25’
Withoppioved credit

Follow the Dataproducts path...

CAREER COUNSELING

Shannon Aviation
1144 Coleman Ave

Dean ol Students
Parsons School of Design
66
Asenue. New ork , New

For further information please
use the coupon below or call

1

LEARN TO FLY

Ask about 5305
Solo Special
292-7800

pleased with the performance of the military
team. Some of the members of SJSU’s regular
fencing team are also on
the ROTC team, and
D’Asaro helped them
prepare for the meet.
"My fencers trained
very hard," he said.
D’Asaro praised the
West Point fencing club’s
performance as well.
"They were a good
bunch of fellas," he said,
"determined and dedicated
to the sport. ( Although) I
don’t think they are as
strong as we are."

For the 16th consecutive summer
Parsons School of Design offers
intense, college -credit, summer sessions for college students. An ideal
opportunity to develop your skills and
portfolio while studying in the art
capitol of the world.
This special series of courses is designed for current college students
who wish to advance their own art
careers. Courses are taught by professional artists and designers and are of
six weeks duration starting June 29th.
Each course carries four college
credits and meets full-time, six hours
per day, four days per week.
Dorm accommodations and
scholarships are available.

You’ve Worked
Hard for Your
Degree
Now Let it
Work for You

...to success, to professional growth,
and to career fulfillment.

You’ve put four years of effort into earning
your college degree Now its time for that degree to do something for you Your degree
can open the door to one of the finest opportunities available to college graduates Air
Force Officer Training School. Completing this
three-month course can put you into executive positions right away You’ll work ’with professional people in challenging and rewarding
career areas If qualified and selected, you
can even enroll in graduate school at little or
no cost to you And the employment package
we offer is hard to beat Find out how your degree can go to work for you Contact
TSyt Rudy Roesel
1930 Camden Ave
San Jose, 371-4377

er
A spear way of Ide

Datapropucts is the largest independent printer manufacturer in the world
Our divisions in SAN JOSE and WOODLAND HILLS offer excellent career
opportunities in:
-Product Design & Development
-Advanced Development
Component Engineering
We are a company with a history of solid growth and offer you the oppor
tunity of growing with us. And, with our broad range of sophisticated
products, you’ll be assured of continued technical challenge
If you’re an engineering student who is interested in a bright future with a
company that’s MI in its field. please sign up for an interview with your
placement office Company representatives will be on campus’
Thursday. April 23rd
or send your resume to:
Susan Chamberlain
Corporate College Relations
THE PRINTER COMPANY
Dataproducls Corporation
6200 Canoga Avenue
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Male,FernaterHandrcappeckkteteran
Woodland Hills, CA 91365

fP Dataproducts

111
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SJSU heads to Hawaii for five game series with Rainbows

Riverside nine edges Spartans in ninth on walks, singles
Richard de Give
UC-Riverside scored
three runs in the top of the
ninth inning off Mark
I angston to defeat SJSU 43 Tuesday.
by

The win was the second
for the Highlanders over
SJSU in the short series.
Langston had been
pitching very well up to the
eighth inning, having given
up only two hits and faced
one man over the minimum
through seven.

Hawaii is 28-5
on the season

In the eighth, however,
three singles wrapped
around a fly out arid a
strikeout scored Riverside’s first run.

Rettagliata then
scored on a sacrifice fly by
Hugh Williamson.
SJSU added the third
run in the seventh.

In the ninth inning,
Langston was behind in the
count often, walking three
in the inning ( one intentionally) and going to a
full count on a fourth.

"It seems we’ve lost
about three-fourths of our
games by one run," right
fielder Dave Williams said.
The Spartans have lost

"Mark just got a little
tired," SJSU coach Gene
Menges said. "He just lost
it

photo hy. Steve Mrnido,

Langston had left the
park and was unavailable
for comment after the
game.

SJSU lef tf ielder Stan Jones slides safely into third base in the Spartan
game against Nevada -Reno earlier this season.

The Spartans scored
two runs in the sixth inning,

their last five one run
games.

breaking up what had been
an excellent pitcher’s duel
between Langston and
Riverside’s Tim Weissman.
Stan Jones led off with
a single, and Ed Rettagliata tripled off the base
of the foul pole in left.

"You start looking at
little things like leaving
runners on base, and you
start to see how big they
are," Williams added.
He noted that the only
time they had been blown
out was during the last
series with Nevada -Reno,
when the Spartans dropped
three games to the tough
Wolf Pack.
The loss dropped the
Spartans’ overall record to
16-10-1, and evened their
record against Division II
teams at 3-3-1.
Langston’s record is
now 4-3. The Spartan lefthander has not won since
February 27.
The team left San
Francisco International

Airport at 8:30 this mor- hit-a-thon in the fall, acning for Hawaii, where cording to SJSU coach
they will play a single Gene Menges.
game
today
and
Menges said the
doubleheaders on Friday
players went out and
and Saturday.
signed up sponsors for the
The Rainbows, who hit-a-thon, each person
finished second in last pledging a certain amount
year’s College World Series for each foot the player hit
to Arizona, are 28-5 on the the ball.
year and have just won
Menges said that first
their own Hawaii Rainbow baseman Greg Robles and
tournament with a 8-0 third basemen Al Gallo
record, Menges said.
were among the top fund
The SJSU baseball raisers.
team’s trip to Hawaii this
"MI the players were
week is being paid for by up in the hundreds,"
money raised by the Menges said.
players.
He also said that no
Funds for thir trip, funds from the Athletic
which costs $5,712, were Department were used to
raised by the players in a finance the trip.
I.

KIM’

S Hair Styling

All Haircuts And Styling on Special
Regular
Now
$9
$5 Men’s
$11
$7 Women’s
$32
$10 Perms include haircut

STUDY LAW
In San Francisco or San Jose
Even in Classes
Leading to L/
L.B. .D. - State Bar Exam
Pre -Legal Studies
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY - The Law School
281 Masonic Ave., S.F., CA. 94118 -(415) 221-1212
1050 Park Ave., SJ., CA. 95126 - (408) 298-3311

3 Blocks from S1SU
480 S. 10th St., Hours 10-6 everyday
Call For Appointment 295-8777
with coupon

classifieds
Announcements
MINISTRY Worship:
. Sundays at S p M
Roman Catholic. Sundays at
m Episcopal, first and third
Sundays at 630 p.m., at the
Campus Chrishan Center, 300 S.
101h St

MOVING: TOTAL household of
quality goods must got Porn.,
appliances, rugs, sporting
goods Willow Glen, 275-1965.

RESTAURANT
EULIPIA needs
experienced lunch waitress-.r
and night cooks. 1104161. 3140.
1st, S.J.

Help Wanted

START YOUR Own Business part
time in home or dorm. Work
your own hours Income now
and financial security for the
future. 733.5493, 9.11s.m.

AMPUS

TUDENT DENTAL Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth.
ENROLL
MONEY,
SAVE
Information and
NOW!?
A.S.
Office
or info
brochures at
desk, or call 3736011.
ANTED: BASEBALL cards,
yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs. statues,
QUICK
sports memorabilia
CASH. See Dr. Lapin, Business
Tower 763, or can 1370111.
THING of beauty is loy ftrever
... Give the gilt Only you can
give, a beautiful, award winning
by
JOHN
portrait
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call John at 441-23.11.
HE SJSU Sierra Club is sponsoring
a day hike to Las Trampas
Regional Park on March I. For
information call Mitch MIS) 164
9174 also a few spaces are
available for the March 32-23 ski
trot to So. Lake Tahoe. Sign up
and planning meeting March 16.
7130 p m., Guadalupe Room
Student Union,
T.

PAUL’S Methodist Church
invites 700 10 worship with us on
Sunder/mornings at 9.30. 435 S.
10th St For information about
The Young Adult group call
Steve at at 297 3425 Or the
Church office at 294 454.

IM-S HAIR Styling, Gals, Guys
T
Special
010.
weanesay. W. 400 S. 10th. Call
7954777,
RTISTS AND Crafts People! Plan
to participate in the Student
Union Spring Face, April 27.30.
Bring your handcraft items for
review before April 2.120 entry
fee plus IS percent of gross
sales. Call Judy, 277 1120 for
more into,
ERKELEY! LONG Beach! UCLA!
San Jose? Idea Meeting for
discussing the possibrlity of
bringing a sorority with
Christian emphasis to SJSU,
Thurs. 4/2, 7 pm. Lorrie or
Nancy. 1474517.
AY STUDENT Union is having an
informal Fetlock, Thursday,
p.m., Guadalupe Rm. Come to
the party.

For Sale
EEC fir4711CING kit, Mkkes a cases,
S32.95 Beer Makers of America.
1040 N 4th Call Ma 6647 Open
Wed Sal.
SED FURNITURE Dinettes from
$149.50. Seta/chair sets from
S169 M. Bedroom sets from
5149.50. Lamps from S1030.
Mattress and SerMSIS from
S79 SO. COOT FURNITURE
4970
CENTER,
RENTAL
StevenS Creek Blvd,, 1 blk east
of LaWrmce Enemy, Call 914
SSW
011$51 115Cm
iSitlINDINGS
ROLSSO 07$, 1115cin SIM SIB,
?term Slalom 550 160ens Jr
Racer S5O, Olin MK VI 175cm
550, Boots, Modica Slalom I 1/2
550, Tyrella Jr Bodes 545 151
2964 evil.
VW DUNS 1111/11Y,MYers Mau.
Magi, WNW Street License,
si.544/effer. Must NIL 1511944.
_

COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage
Work with retarded persons in
their homes afternoons,
No
evenings, or weekends
experience needed. We train.
Call 964-2259 or 056-Oath
tutor
CHINESE
IN
wanted. Write Jay Voral .1 1430
Kell Circle, Suile 113, San Jew,
CA 95112.
CRUISES: CLUB Medi t
sailing expeditions! Needed:
Sports Instructors, Office
Personnel, Counselors. Europa,
Caribbean, Worldwide! Summer, Career. Send $5.95 plus Si
handling
for
application,
openings
guide
to
CRUISEWOR CD, 1535 Watt
Ave., Sacramento, CA 95160.

STUDENT TO Assist in teaching
remedial reading murex. 15.20
hrs. per wk Most be available
all 5 days, Mon -Fro between 3
and 7 p.m. Must be excellent
reader. Will train. Whr. Call
Mrs. Spencer, 257-1109.

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals. Kitchen,
TV. linen, maid service,
and
courtyard
fireplace,
parking. 550 to S60 per week
shared, 570 to Sil5 per week
single. 202 S. 11th St. Office, 122
N. 0th. St. Call 9930223.

SUMMER RAFTING Jobs? 51,2W to
53,400: Training prOvidedl
Grand Canyon, Hawaii, Africa,
Send S6.95 Our application, in.
formation guide (plus free PM
Mide to Lake Tahoe, CAI. to
WM ITEWATE R 2S3S Watt Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 95160.

OWN ROOM!! Live in babysitter foe
working single mettler. Ream
and board plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 29E0184 after S
p.m.

JOSS IN Alaska! Summer, year.
round. High pay, WOO to 62,000
per month. All fields
Fisheries, OH Industry and
morel For 1111 employer
listings and info guide, send $410
ALASCO, P.O. Box 9337, San
Jose, CA 95157, 15361 Sobey Rd.,
Saratoga, CA W070.

WALK TO class from your apt! Very
large, clean, quiet 1 berm, incl.
"Gill Cable" across from OH.
439 S. 4M. B330 Fury. 795 0539.

TRI-CHEM liquid embroidery.
Cralts instructors wanted. No
investment, we train, Have fun
while you earn. Call Hazel at
9464131 for free demonstration
and information.
STAFF OPENINGS this eummer at
Camp Kamaroff, camp for
living Judaism, In S. Calif. Call
Jack Stein, 335-7146.
SALESMAN WANTED’ Part time
job, full-time Pay. Eves. and
Sat. Perfect for students. No
miter needed Call Cartune
Club al 247.4244 betw 3-5 p m
PAID VACATION: I am a disabled
grad student seeking an aide
traveling cOMp lOr a summer
trip. I am 31. No experience net
S500Mo. Call am’s 356 271.
NEED EXTRA 11. Need help with
weeding, ylledwork and odd
lobs. Call 2217.4112.
WANTED PEMALE Assistant to
help care for quadraplegic
hours per week at
22
14.35 an hour, II interested, call
109.19,11.
MODELS. PHOTOGRAPHER
interviewing models for lotel
work No Experience Required
Fee Paid Apply Saturday 114,
Room 14, Stelndortt School, 1001
N OSS t
, San Jose.
BARTENDERS
EXPERIENCED
Neened: Scheel of Business
Banquet, April 23, 4.30-7: 30 p .M.
Will pay 520 Call Joe Cheers,
292 S731 or C Shambora 277
2301.
4501
WAREHOUSE
Russell’s Furniture. 24 te 30
eyes.
whends.
hrs/wk days.
Call Mr Ted, 263 2244, or troftle
on person at ISO E. Tr intble Rd.,
San Jose.
(FEMALE) tor Rrol
NAVI
Estate Speculator Weekends,
733.4413.

APT. FOR Root. 11330 per mo., Otto.
10111 St., 2 bdrms. 2 ban) Cali
2177554, 12 p.m. to p m

WALK TO campus? Newly
remodeled studios and 1 berm,
w/pool from 5205 including gas
and heat. 0205. 3r0. 29444112.
FURN. 1 Br Apt. Clean, Quiet, all
Util. Paid. $SW plus dep. Near
SJSU, Nonsmoker. Avail, Apr.
1.211-4422.
SHARE 2 Bedroom Apt. SJSU Gay.
5200 Mo., WO Deposit, 1/2
Utilities. Kitchen Priv. Phone
991-4713.
SEEKING A Quiet Non-Smoking
Male to share 2 hr. 1 a alit
w/p001 it L.G. 5150 ’no. plus 1/1
utls. 147.511 dep Greg after 6
p.m. 356-I6011 or 371 5970.
"FOREIGN STUDENT" wanted to
rent room in home of American
family. Call Betty After, 6 pm,
56.7251

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?
Images by
John Paulson Photography
are expressions of love Solt,
elegant and universally un.
derstood For the finest awardwonerng photography, tall John
at 445-7314.

Travel

TAXES DONE while you wait for
1040A and SOA. Reliable, former
business student. Call 2116-1559.

FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Mexico, Hawaii,
A triva, USA, international
Identity Card, Eurail,
hostel card. camping tours,
overseas lob placement, student
ship, wide map selection, books,
backpacks and voltage con
verters. Trip and Travel, 140W,
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library 1.2 blocks from campus
Open 7 days Mon.Frr , to,
Sat., 104; Sun.. noon -5, Call 292)613.

YOGA w/Swami
HOLISTIC
Niranian M thru Th, 7-9 p.m.
satsang, discussion.
Lecture,
Sun. 7-9 p.m. 330 S. 3rd, Suite C
(2nd floor). For information
regarding other activities and
workshops, call 207.5963.
AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties
occasions
business
or
Calligraphy our specialty. Inv/teens Ink
Call Colleen or
Tern. at 216-3444 or 2117.5019.

SUMMER STUDY In Peru. Earn up
Ill units next summer. A total
immersion 7 week experience in
Peruvian Culture
Contact Dr.
Ham Men, Foreign Language, al
277-2576.

FAST. PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, photOtype and print
Day/evening and Saturday
service (Ad Writers). Call 195.
11993.

WH1TEWATER RAFT trips Discount prices in April! 15
percent off. For free brochure
call 666.8551 or write, Rollinson
River Raffing, 132 Palmer
0.,
Antos, CA 09003,

SAY IT With Balloons. The fun
alternative to flowers? Two
dozen long stemmed ba Ikons
delivered for Valentine’s Day.
birthdays, or lust to My "I love
coot" Lofty Thoughts Balloon
Co. Call 265-9196.

Typing

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album. 5 hours of photography,
Bride keeps the negatives 4250
plus TAX To reserve your
wedding date, call 746-3749
Quality Wedding Photography
10. 10 years by Douglas Sub
wart:.
ttttt TO Fly. Primary and
Advance instruction. C-152. $W
per hour Wet Dual 56.50 ground
55 DIrorkf /Call Dan, 293-4157.
HIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party /and.
Top 40 music, savanna to all
awn. 5 member band available
now. Call Stuart at 2311765.

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlines guaranteed
Es
perienced in masters. reports
and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate OfIrce. IBM
Selectric II. SJ/Blossom Hill
Area. Call Janet at 227-9525

TYPING: DONE in my home.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 7315
1914.

TYPING:
I’LL type anything.
Experienced,
dependable,
prutpsswoai North Valley area.
Call Mary Lees! 263.9759

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
composed, typeset, printed,
pickup and delivery, reas. rates.
275-9316.
LADIES, LET Me
Male stripper
bridal shower
party. C11 Rick
1,16m

TYPING BY a professional. 20 years
experience. Neat, acr ttttt All
formats. Theses. resumes,
reports,
dissertations.
Deadlines guaranteed So San
Jose, Call Kathie at 5711-1313

Entertain Your
for your next
or bacheloretle
at 141.0144 after

TY PING. ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
Quality work at
resumes
reasonable prices. Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
250 1140,

TYPING/EXPER iENCED Sec’y
types all! Reports, resumes,
theses, low cost, accurate, fast,
high qualify. Pam 147 7641, eves
(Santa Clem nr San Tomas
Exp.)

GLEN/ALMADEN.
WILLOW
Quality typing and editing.
Research papers, resumes. etc.
Ask for Marcia Morton at 266.
94411.

WEEKEND TYPING wit weekday.
IBM Electric. Si per page.
editing, phone 271.1457.

TYPING IN my home. IBM
Electronic 60 typewriter. North
ValNy Area. 0130 dbl. spaced
Page. Cash. Cali Elsie, 259-4943.

TYPING: FAST, Accurate and
Professional. Theses, Resume,
Reports Deadlines guaranteed.
Reasonable
IBM Weenie
Call Jan, 711-1556, in San
Jose.

TYPING, IBM Electric. SI par page.
Editing. Phone: 274-9457.
TYPING - $1.00/dbl spaced page.
(Wick turnaround, can pick up
and deliver. Call 9114-70114.

THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has OX Electronic Typewriter.
Also, dctaphone to transcribe
tapes. Editing Capability. phone
737 1304 for quote

WORD PROCESSING - Large
reports. theses, etc. Save time,
money and grief. Business
Service Center, NO 1st St and
101, 295,2662.

TYPING. TOP quality guaranteed.
IBM Correcting Selectric II All
work proofed and edited tor
spelirng Rates. SI Si for double
sp. page: 53 for single sp page,
53 per page for letters, SS per
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The
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please. Remember
terness of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten Call: KITTY
at 230 3099 between Sand 10 p.m.
and on weekends.
TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers,
01C. Experienced and ta st
Reasonable rates. Call 269 6674
HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
Fast,
Service.
proOfed. Troing edited ter
spelling. IBM SelectrIc. Call
Sharon I 9264224 between 5:30
and 10:30 p.m.
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KEY
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CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
ministries
eller
campus
’phonon services study groups,
al
and
counseling at
inc
events
100 S 10th St call 294 0704 Fr
Dan Derry Si Joan Panetta,
Ms Lynda DeManti, Rev Norb
F ornhaber Rev "Mtn. coop’
man

TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat,
Accurate . Theses, Reports,
Resumes Choice of elements
rocl. tech. 253-3015.

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Wiectric II
typing in my office. 11.75 per
double -Spared page. 20 years
experience for SJSU students.
Call Irene at 9407015.

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Personals

Services

CUPERTINO TYPING near
IBM
College.
cleanse
Selec/many type styles Sltdbl
sped pg. Like any job, good
work/low cost. Charlotte 7S70977 daYMen

TYPING: THESES, reports,
etc. IBM Selectric. 51 per full
double spaced, typed page. Live
near Cambrian/Los Gatos area.
Conscientious. Call Pal at 35670I5.

Tops.
TYPING
THAT’S
Experienced typist ter term
Santa
Clara
etc.
papers, thews,
area. Call Tony at 2/41157.

Duality typing at
TYPING:
IBM Selectric
reasonable
II se ’Icor,. tong
Pink -up end
delivery on campus. 10 years
exp. Call Mantel 266-5041,

PROF. TYPING services. IBM
Selectric correctable 110 wpm
10 years ex percnte All typing
accept...11 Call Jane at 2513942
any time. SI 50 pee Page.

BEST PRICES
Best Medlin’
Best Typist
40 N. 3rd, No.823
2e7 4355 after 2

EASYTYPE TYPING Servrce Fast,
accurate, professional. Word
processing available. A cornplete typing SerViCe. Call 2490412.

THESES, REPORTS, Manuscripts,
etc.; IBM SC II. Cynthia/S.C.
2174133; Mary/MV., 965-2261.
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OFFICE OPEN CAM to 5PM 5 days
a wee% No Children or Pets,
AEK All furnished 2 Bdrm. 2
Oath
5195 00 rent
5350.00
deposit 1 Bdrrh 1 bath $30300.
it Call ter Ha.
5305.00
Have laundry

SKY DIVE. Our complete first lump
course is 175. group rate. 555 All
rnstrut tors licensed
Falcon
Parachute School Call 1209) SW
1544

TYPING
MY Home, accurate.
prompt, experienced, hours. 11
am to Opm. Lou Or Hwys 17 and
740 Phone 297 6616
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The Theatre Arts 115
Mime Class will perform a
mime show today at 330
p.m. in the Speech and
Drama Studio Theatre,
room 103. For more inPam
call
formation,
Matthew at 277-3039 or 2794575.
The Akbayan Filipino
Club will meet today at 130
p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. Call Ray Seva at
298-3752 for more information.
Campus Ministry will
present speaker Millard
Fuller today at 3 in the
Chapel of Reconciliation.

the owe,..3-t form of humor

cry f lynn

Weather
Mostly sunny today
with a few patchy
clouds.
Northerly
winds. Today’s high will
be 64 degrees and the

=Ma

Call Norb Firnhaber at 298- Larry Livingston tonight at
0204 for more information. 5:30 in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. Call Dana Chow at
Beta Alpha Psi will 378-8079 or 292-4586 for
give free income tax more information
service to students from
The Inter Cultural
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
today in front of the Steering Committee will
Student Union. Call Tony give a spring concert at 7
Zaragoza at 926-9361 for tonight. Call Muriel Anmore information.
drews at 277-3690 for more
information.
The Ad Club will meet
at 2:30 p.m, today in
Greek Week will have
Journalism Building, room chariot races today on
at
McMahon
101. Call Brian
Ninth Street between the
277-3171 for more in- Student Urlion and the
formation.
Business Towers
The Black Student
Engineers will meet at 6
tonight in the Engineering
Building, room 148. Call
Robin McNeil at 298-4565
for more information.
The
American
Marketing Association will
present speaker Joseph
George and vice president

IRA

hc FC no fracture

MACY’S EASTRIDGE
COSMETICS
We are accepting applications for a permanent
or part-time position in our cosmetics department.
We are looking for mature hardworking individuals. Experience in cosmetics preferred but not
necessary.
Apply: Macy’s Eastridge Personnel Office
Macy’s is an equal opportunity employer, M /F.

The toughest job
you’ll ever love
ARINA4

’149110t

r..

98ils

ir

4

We admit it. It takes a different kind of person to be a l’eace Corps Volunteer
talc-won’t mislead you with glowing pictures of exotic lands The hours as a volunteer are long. The pay is modest. And the frustrations sometimes seem overwhelming.
Rut the satisfactions and rewards are immense. You’ll be immersed in a new culture.
become fluent in a new language, and learn far more about yourself than you ever
expected.
You’ll also discover that progress in the Peace Corps is measured in small accomplishments. Such as rural health clinics established in Kenya. Irrigation systems built in
Upper Volta. Fresh -water fish ponds started in the Philippines.
The progress may seem modest, but to people in developing nations who has...
never before had dean drinking water, basic
health care, or enough to eat, the Peace Corps
brings a message of hope and change,
We invite you to look into the volunteer
opportunities beginning this year in 65
developing nations. See our representatives
tor details,

CE
CORPS

If you miss us, fill out the postcard inserted in this issue of
The Spartan Daily (no stamp needed). Former Peace Corps Volunteer
Tom Gerhardt will put you in the picture about Peace Corps opportunities
this summer, fall and winter.

the Daily’s request. "These
funds will cover adcosts,
ministrative
telephone, travel and
syndicate services."
Television/film productions is requesting
$17,200 after receiving
$2,000 last year. The
minimum"
"absolute
amount of funding the
program can get along with
is $5,200, according to the
request form.
justification
The
section of the IRA request
form distributed by the
committee reads: "Please
do not ’pad’ the budget
request; ask for what you
judge to be the responsible,
necessary level of funding.
If you wish, also indicate
the absolute minimum
needed, where the test of
’absolute minimum’ is that
below which you say, ’Oh,
the hell with it’."
KSJS, which received
$5,000 last year, is now
asking for $18,505. The
radio station’s equipment
is "failing due to age and
use," according to the
request form prepared by
Dr. Alex MacKenzie.
The Student Union
Gallery program is
requesting $11,609 after
receiving $2,000 last year.
The program serves 15,000
visitors per year, according to the request

form.
Drama productions,
which received $7,000 last
year, is asking for an
$11,000 allocation this year.
The request form states
that inflation in the cost of
production materials has
risen over 500 percent in
the last 10 years.
A special education
program for training in
impedance audiometry,
the testing of hearing
impairments, is requesting
$8,949. No request was
made by this program last
year.
The Radio-TV news
center, which received
$3,000 last year,
is
requesting $8,000 for 198182.
to
the
According
the
request
form,
Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
has had to provide $5,000 in
funding for the center
becasue of IRA cutbacks
and these "sacrifices are
diluting the quality of our
programs."
The SJSU Forensics
Team, which was allocated
$4,000 last year, is asking
for $5,650 this year. This
amount "Is an absolute
necessity for the continuation and growth of
what has become a very
vital program," according
to the request form.

tonight.o f
will
i
meet
mat7t
outside the S.U. Costanoan
Room. Call Mike or Jeff at
292-2282 for more information.
Herencia Del Carthe
will give a salsa dance
tomorrow night from 9:30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. at Zapatas Restaurant, 30 S. First
St. Call Theresa Quihuiz at
238-7978 for more information.

$4.99
514.99
$5.99
$9.99

Shampoo & set
perms
basic cuts
blow cuts

low will be 43.
Forecast by the
SJSU
Meteorology
Department.

The
Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship will
have a Bible study on
kolhe
o
beht
phyesia,

’Opening Special
for men & women

Hair doer’s
241

-continued from page 1
The eight requests
year’s
last
( with
allocations in parentheses)
are: $37,619 for the SJSU
Community Opera Theater
($2,365); $9,590 for the Jazz
Ensemble ($2,000); KM
for the Symphonic Band,
Concert Band and Wind
Ensemble ($3,000); $3,000
for the Symphony Orchestra ($2,000); $3,000 for
the Concert Choir and
Choraliers ($2,000); $1,650
for a "New Music Ensemble" (no allocations);
$1,000 for the University
Chorus ($1,000); and $750
for the Percussion Ensemble (.)536$
The request prepared
by Music Department
Chairman Robert Cowden
says that former IRA
funding levels are "not at
all commensurate with the
internal expansion of our
programs nor with the
considerable prestige and
visibility they reflect upon
the university.
"We have reached a
stage in our development
where additional IRA
funding is needed,
deserved and justifiable."
The Spartan Daily,
which requested $20,000
last year and received
nothing, is requesting
$23,825 this year.
"Because the Spartan
Daily no longer sells copies
of the newspaper to the
student body, a major
portion of its income has
been lost," according to the
’’justification’ section of
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SHARE
THE
COST
OF
WINO.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

GO FOR IT!
with a customized van by

Mobility Unlimited
Need a family van? Need a slo van?
Need a

van for

Quality

We

can do it

the handicapped? We can do it

reasonable prices

Whatever you need we

can do it

DISCOUNT

1

PORFIFCOESURISREQULAR

0WiTH

Mobility Unlimited

727 - 4303

(940 Lafayette, Suite B
SANTA CLARA

Suicide attempt
on 10th Street
stopped by police
A San Jose man was taken to the psychiatric unit of
Valley Medical Center after he attempted to jump in front
of oncoming traffic on 10th Street Friday night, according
to university police reports.
Reports said Jerry Vannoni of 2674 Taffi Drive attempted to commit suicide by stepping in front of cars at
about 9:45 p.m. on 10th Street, between San Carlos and
San Salvador streets.
Witnesses at the scene told police Vannoni was
walking northbound on 10th Street when he suddenly
darted out into the street. Reports said at one point traffic
was backed up on 10th Street while drivers slowed and
attempted to avoid Vannoni.
According to reports, Vannoni told police he "wanted
to kill himself."
A university police officer was involved in a minor
traffic accident while enroute to the incident, according to
Russell Lunsford, technical services officer.
Lunsford said the police car "clipped" th, back of
another car, causing minor damage to both cars. There
were no injuries.
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Antriotts

GREAT
AMERICA.
A FUN PLACE
TO WORK .. .

Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA, the Bay Area’s
center for entertainment. currently has the
following seasonal opportunity:

You arc entitled to a

in

MI

FREE
FREE
FREE

ACCOUNTING CLERK
Safety inspection
Spark plugs with tune-up

Oil with filter

Foreign &

change MID

domestic cars

MI

2 C & M Auto Service.
1654 Almaden Rd., Son Jose
Call for appt

You should be able to operate a 10 key by
touch and have a knowledge of Accounts
Payable and Receivable. Previous ex
nerience is helpful but not required.

tolli

Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA offers competitive salaries and excellent recreational benefits. Ap
plicants please send resume to:
Personnel Dept., Marriott’s
NITIF
GREAT AMERICA, 2401 ,
4115k
Agnew Rd. San
Santa Clara,
A ,b
95052 or call 1408) 496.0141 to be
cpiatretmoefnIthe GREAT AMERICA ex

947-1411
EOE

Marriott’s
GREAT AMERICA
M/F/1-1/V .
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Boomtown Rats revive ’danceable rock’
SIRSit

m"
Area’s
las the

1Gelrlot’s stage antics are incredibly similar to
rubber-lipped savior, The Stones’ Mick Jagger’
see page 6
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Pense’s performance
conjures ’Cold Blood’

Music

by Ted Catanesi

photos by Mimi Ho!

A benefit for the arts
A musical benefit
for the San Jose Institute
for Contemporary Arts
was given last Sunday at
the Keystone, Palo Alto
by
SJSU’s
Honeymooners.
Promoted
by
Deborah Donato, codirector of the S.U.
Gallery,
the benefit

included performances
by two SJSU groups.
The Honeymooners
are a progressive rock
group led by Marshall
Edwards,
an SJSU
music major.
The
Electronic
Music Ensemble, also an
group,
SJSUbased
114.

featured Ed Castro on
the electric and acoustic
bass, and Peter Huboi on
violin.
The
avante-gard
band played 45 minutes
of non-stop flowing
improvisational
music
punctuated with various
yelps and screams by
Peter Huboi.

The years have taken little from Lydia
Pense’s performing ability. And her soulful
voice, which has highlighted Cold Blood albums since the ’60s, still
booms from her tiny
frame.
But now that tiny
frame is pregnant and
she is expecting in July.
So. last Thursday’s
performance at the Bodega in Campbell was

Concert
Review
the last show for Pense
for quite a while," she
said.
And what a show it
was.
It began with "You
Got Me Hummin an
old favorite from Cold
1969 album
Blood’s
called "Cold Blood."
As soon as the concert began, the crowd responded by approaching
the dance floor, remaining there throughout the
evening.
Pense’s
backup
band, which has been
playing with her for nine
months, is stocked -full of
professional talent.
Bruce Conte, who
played lead guitar for
Tower of Power from
1072 to 1075. provided
excellent solos throughout the entire night.
Victor Conte, who
also played with the

Tower of Power for two
years, played bass.
Harvey
Hughes.
who played with Pense
during the Cold Blood
days, showed a good
sense of rhythm on the
drums.
And rounding to the
four -man band was Nate
Ginsburg on keyboards.
While Pense’s band
is of high quality, it is
greatly complimented by
Pense’s professionalism
which shined.
She’s a dynamic
singer. And when you
watch her movements
and expressions as she
performs, you can see
she’s into it -- just the
way a true performer
should be.
The band was energetic and tight as it went
into its second number,
"I Just Want to Make
Love to You," also from
the 1969 album "Cold
Blood."
In fact, Pense’s selection of songs, with the
first four from the 1969
album, was very representative of her younger
days with Cold Blood.
It’s puzzling that a
performer with her talent has never made it
past being a "Bay Area"
band.
Keyboardist Ginsburg highlighted the
song, which brought
even more people onto
the dance floor. And by
this time, the whole
place was packed.
"I’m a Good Woman," the third tune.

was Conte’s chance to
lead the band through an
excellent guitar and instrumental jam.
Conte’s style edges
on jazz. but has successful blues and rock overtones. He’s certainly a
first-class guitarist, and
he lets his music flash
not his dress, a quality
often absent from rock
music.
Down
Me
"Let
Easy" must be a Pense
favorite, as her concentration appeared to deepen throughout the Cold
Blood tune.
With her eyes closed
and her mind on her performance. Pense cried
out to the audience with
feeling.
Pense left the stage
after that soulful display.
And the band went into
its fifth song, an instrumental titled "Povo."
The jazzy number
provided good solos by
everyone, and again.
Conte was brilliant on
his golden Gibson Les
Paul guitar.
When Pense returned. the band played the
it
"Heard
classic
Through the Grapevine." which ended the
band’s first 50-minute set
at midnight.
When the band returned after a half-hour
rest, they continued to
play old Cold Blood
leading with
tunes,
"Baby I Love You," from
the "Thriller" album.
Ginsburg jammed
-continued on page 3
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Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.
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Stage
Gregory saves ’Rocky’ from oblivion
By Cyndee Fontana
Actor Frank Gregory is the saving grace of
The Rocky Horror
Show," an otherwise
drab debacle of a stage
show now playing at the
Warfield Theatre in San
Francisco through April
12.
Gregory’s outrageous portrayal of the

Horror.
But in the end,
Frank’s
demented
scheming and paranoia
are his downfall, as his
two seemingly loyal servants, Riff Raft and Magenta, betray him.
The stripped-down
stage is devoid of props,
except for a life-size

is an over-sized Coca
Cola cooler. In other
scenes, Riff Raff and Magenta trot around stage
brandishing garishly decorated plastic toys
stocked at the nearest
dime store.
When compared to
the movie "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show,"
the play’s simplistic staging and cardboard actors
fare badly. The play fails
to translate the energy
and opulence of the film
onto the stage.
But the music manages the transition virtually intact. Most of the
cast members can carry
a tune, and Gregory
proves himself to be an
able singer.
Consequently, it is
Gregory, the only actor
who gives what could be
termed a superior performance, upon whose
shoulders the play rests.
Gregory obviously
loves the role. He plays
Frank with a combination of masculine and
feminine charm that is
endearing and adds a
certain savvy to the role
by cattily responding to

Play fails to translate energy,
opulence of film onto the stage
transsexual Dr. Frank N.
Furter proves to be the
only entertainment in
the 90-minute colorless
stage production.
The play revolves
around Frank, an oversexed transsexual who
seduces two young innocents, Brad and Janet. In
true Frankenstein fashion, Frank builds his
own creature, Rocky

dummy which hangs incongrously just off stage
right. Its presence is
never explained, but it
probably could have replaced one of the secondary characters with no
appreciable change in
the play.
Why the program
credits a set designer is a
mystery since the only
prop anchored on stage

Pense
-continued from page 2
on the synthesizer during the song, but his best
solo appeared in the next
tune, "Funky on My
Back" from the "Sisyphus" album.
The crowd was surely getting its money’s
worth. They responded
to Ginsburg’s long solo
by clapping and dancing.
The next number,
"Warfare," another jazzy
instrumental, was definitely a highlight of the
evening.
"Red House.- a Hen-

drix blues tune, was the
next selection. And Conte must be in agreement
with Jimi, who said
"That’s all right, I still
got my guitar," as he
went into a slow blues
solo.
A Cold Blood classic, "Down to the Bone,"
was next in line, which
featured fine solos by
drummer Hughes and
bassist Victor Come.
It was I:20 a.m,
when the band left the
stage, only to be summoned hack one more

time by the overwhelmed audience.
"This is the last time
for a while," Pense said.
"I’m going to be a
mama."
Everyone got an.
other chance to solo, as
the band concluded the
evening just the way it
began -- with "You Got
Me Hummin.."

mance was a nice change
from the new style of
music that continues to
pervade the music scene.

unsolicited comments
from the audience. They
loved it.
As Brad, the male innocent, Frank Piegaro
turns in a passable performance as both actor
and singer. Marcia Mitzman, as his counterpart
Janet, struggles through
woodenly.
Pendleton Brown
and Lorene Brina are
disappointing as the
scheming servants Riff
Raff and Magenta. Their
characters are merely
moving onstage scenery.
If you like seeing a
one-man show, "The
Rocky Horror Show" is
worth the ticket price
just to see Frank Gregory sparkle.
Otherwise, save a lot
of money and go see
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" one more
time.
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S1SU Theatre Arts Department

OVER 400 OF CALIFORNIA’S
FINEST ANTIQUE, CLASSIC, nod
SPECIAL INTEREST CARS
ARE EXPECTED!!!

Presents

April 2-4, 1981 at 8 pm
University Theatre
Tickets: 81.50 wistudent I.D. & $3.00 Gen. Adm.
Choreographed and performed by Dance ’acuity ana aavanceo srudents
The concert features a variety of styles, including Ballet. Modern and Jazz’
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Pense has maintained her traditional, soulful, blues style, which is
reminiscent of the ’Ws.
And her strong perfor-
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Stage
’Elephant Man’ is still a moving play
by Greg Robertson
One thing must be
pointed out about the
play "The Elephant
Man." This is not the
same story told by the
film of the same name.
The play, which
came to the Flint Center
in Cupertino last week,
is less the story of the

Play
Review
elephant man, John Merrick, and more the story
of Frederick Treves, the
doctor who took Merrick
under his care.
One point the play
and the film do have in
common is a powerful,
emotional story due to
clean writing and crisp
acting. Courtney Burr
gives a strong stage performance as the deformed Merrick, equal to his

film counterpart John
Hurt.
Elephant
"The
Man," a two-act play.
offers a superb first act
which opens with Treve.
finding Merrick working
in a circus sideshow. The
doctor is fascinated by
the physical abnormalities of Merrick.
These deformities
include an enormous
head, the circumference
size of his waist; a spongy sack protruding from
his neck; a totally deformed face; a huge right
arm and legs which are
unwieldy and grossly
misshapen.
In the film, this disfigurement could be accomplished with strenuous make-up, but the
play’s director chose to
use none at all.
Director Brent Peek
instead relies on the acting ability of Burr. And,
at times, to Burr’s credit,

Novel forecasts
bleak scenario

by Bruce Buckland
It
all
began, I
suppose, with learning
to build fire -- to warm
the cave and keep
predators out. And it

Book
Review
ended with time-release
Valium."
So says Spofforth,
the lonely robot who
wants to die because he
cannot fall in love in
Walter Tevis’ novel of
the future "Mockingbird."
Mockingbird is set
far in the future. The
world is dying. Robots
designed to free man
from drudgery have
taken over the world’s
the
freeing
tasks,
remaining people to live
in drug-induced bliss.
Privacy and in-

wardness have become
the cardinal virtues in
Tevis’ future world. It is
a violation of rules to
look someone in the face
or speak to a stranger.
But the rules are barely
enforced by the robots
anymore, because most
of them have become old
and broken down.
And no one can fix
them. No one knows
how to fix anything
because they cannot
read. Reading was
judged as too strenuous
and banned long so.
Paul Bently is a
university professor who
stumbles upon the secret
of reading and teaches
himself. Mary Lou is a
special misfit who lives
in the reptile house at
the mechanical zoo.
When Paul and
Mary Lou find each
other, they begin to
discover just how great
-continued on page 5

Courtney Burr has the ability
to appear hideously deformed
he looks more disfigured
than makeup could have
accomplished. As he
hobbles around, body
tilted, one arm dangling,
face emotionless, Burr
creates a definite sympathetic mood.
The first act is
touching as Treves, having moved Merrick into
London Hospital, begins
to expose Merrick’s personality through his
warmth and caring. He
introduces Merrick to
one of England’s leading
actresses, Mrs. Kendall.
Kendall becomes totally absorbed by the
depth of Merrick and in
turn introduces him to
English high society.
It is the scenes between Merrick and Kendall where his insight in

developed. He tells her
at one point, "Sometimes I think my head is
so big because it is so
full of dreams."
But while the first
act is an emotional experience, the second act
becomes too wordy and
loses the sentiment that
had been developed.
Writer Bernard Pomerance centers this act on
Treves and his struggle
within himself.
Treves begins debating whether it was a
good thing to salvage
Merrick and to attempt
to make him more normal. He suffers guilt
from watching people
stare at his deformed
patient, especially when
Merrick reacts to gawkers.

"II your mercy is so
cruel, then what do you
have for justice," Merrick yells.
But these powerful
lines come less frequently as the play progresses.
Treves speaks in lengthy
detail about his religious
feelings for most of the
second act.
Merrick does little
more than construct a
model of St. Philip’s
Church. He is mainly the
center of other characters’ attentions as they
reflect how much he is
"almost like them."
The play finally
reaches the conclusion, a
much less emotional and
totally different interpretation than the film
takes. But the lack of
emotionalism can be attributed to the second
act’s change of direction.
Whereas the film
presented Merrick as
any individual who is

different, the play only
displays Merrick. The
elephant man in the film
represented us all, each
with our own physical
imperfections. But the
play never makes this
connection.
There are also several set changes make
throughout the production which at times
create unnatural transitions between some
scenes.
Whereas the film
presented Merrick as
any individual who is
different, the play only
displays Merrick. The
elephant man in the film
represented us all, each
with our own physical
imperfections. But the
play never makes this
connection.
It is impossible to
not compare the two, but
in reality they are two
distinct efforts. In the
end, both are worth the
effort to see.
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Mockingbird

Ir. Greg Robertson
This column was supposed to deal with the
Academy Awards. But
as deadlines work, it just
wasn’t possible. The
reason, of course, was
the postponement of the
Oscars on Monday night
due to the assassination
attempt on President
Reagan.

rubbed me the wrong
way to see the cheering
crowds, cheerleaders
and Bobby Knight, pacing up and down the
sidelines yelling at his
players.
Maybe it sounds
strange to those who cared about the basketball
game, but I think there
are higher priorities in

state as Monday, priorities change fast, and
waiting one extra day is
not asking too much.
I couldn’t help but
laugh at the absurdity
shown by some of the
people involved with the
NBC basketball broadcast. With about one
minute to play in the
game, color commenta-

The postponement of the Academy Awards
a stylish act displaying higher priorities
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences Board of Governors needs to be congratulated on the stand it
took in delaying the ceremony. It was not the
time or place to be handing out awards.
On the other hand
comes the NCAA basketball finals. The promoters of that fiasco saw to
it that the show must go
on, and with it went a lot
of respect.
President Reagan
was scheduled to open
the Oscar broadcast
Monday night and that
might have been the central concern of the governors when they decided
to postpone the show.
But whatever the reason,
the decision was an excellent one.
The decision to play
the NCAA finals, however, showed nothing
but tacky, money-hungry
greed.
Monday was a day
that many of ui will not
soon forget. Spending
the afternoon watching
film of the assassination
attempt repeated over
and over again, one does
not get in the mood to celebrate; and celebration
is what the Oscars are all
about.
But whoever made
the decision to go ahead
with the broadcast of the
NCAA’s has all the taste
and concern of a wet rag.
Something really

the world than sports or
movies -- like the life of
our president.
I wonder at what
stage the game would
have been cancelled. Did
the president have to be
killed or only seriously
wounded before the
game took a back seat?
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences seemed to
agree with me. Oscar
night is the biggest night
of the year for the movie
industry, but they found
in their conscious’ to
delay the party. Why
couldn’t the NCAA’s?
I couldn’t wait for
Monday to arrive. I had
planned for weeks to
watch the basketball
games and the Oscars. In
fact, I had been waiting
all year for the Oscars.
But when the nation’s security is altered in such a

tor Al McGuire showed
all the class of the Blues
Brothers. He spit out his
best wishes for President Reagan and added
that he wished the game
hadn’t been played that
night.
Well, if McGuire felt
that way, whay did he
agree to do the broadcast? And why did he
wait until the final moments of the game to express his concern?
Finally, there was
the North Carolina
cheerleader who so typified the attitude of the
game. During the player
introduction, the crowd
paused for a moment of
silence for the tragedy.
One cheerleader had
tears running down her
cheek. But as s:-..on as the
silence ended, she popped up, pom-poms bouncing, reflection forgotten.

-continued from page 4
the world can be and
used to be and how it
slid into disuse after the
perfection of technology,
making life purposeless
for man.
Intellectual curiosity
has become obsolete in
this world, replaced by
the slogan "Don’t ask -relax." Children used to
be raised in "Thinker"
and "Worker" dormitories -- when there
were children.
The only children
remaining in Tevis’
futuristic nightmare are
robot children built only
for appearance sake.
After
contraception
became universal, the
computer began putting
contraceptives
into
drugs. Now the youngest
people are in their 30s.
-Mockingbird" is an
ingenious combination
of disparate elements.
Set in a distant future of
permoplastic homes and
wisecracking computers.
the story fuses the
present with the future
by tantalizing the reader
with clues of the dim
past (our present).
Spofforth, the robot.
represents the ultimate
in technology. Unlike
the
machines
and
systems around him, he
never breaks down.
But his immortality
is joyless. He lingers like
a phantom in a dying
world, fixing another
robot or a drug delivery
system occasionally, and
making
a
yearly
pilgrimage to the top of
the
Empire
State
Building, with the idea

of throwing himself off.
But his programming precludes suicide.
He can walk to the edge.
but he can’t make
himself jump.
Paul and Mary Lou
become involved with
Spofforth in different
ways. Paul is hired by
Spofforth to read the
subtitles of a roomful of
ancient movies into a
tape recorder. In the
process of doing so, he
discovers parts of the
world lost to Mary Lou
and himself: the family.
conflict and caring.
And he continues to
read. His vocabulary and
intellectual power grow
with the story, and that
growth adds complexity
to his character.
Tev is uses the
absurdities of present
day to develop a
frightening
absurd
world of the future. His
imagery is sharp and
clear, often very sad and
sometimes funny.
Despite
the
futuristic setting, the

story is believable. It is
not a terrifying world in
which the omnipotent
"Big Brother" controls
everything.
It is, however, a
world that has become
listless
and
vapid
through disuse. The
robots are supposed to
control everything, but
they keep breaking
down, and there’s no one
to set things straight; no
one cares enough.
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Concert
Rats’ rabid rock’
reel ritous rampage
by Steyr Relova
"Tell my why.
I don’t like Mondays.
Tell me why.
I don’t like Mondays.
I want to sh00000t
the whole day down."
-Boomtown Rats
"I don’t like Mondays"
The security guards
at the Warfield Theater

Concert
Review
in San Francisco must
feel that way about Saturday nights and concert
crowds -- especially
when the Boomtown
Rats are in town.
"I’ve never seen anything like it," a security
guard said after being
forced into a wrestling
match with members of
the audience on stage in
which he was hopelessly
outnumbered.
"Those little gals are
tough," he added, rubbing the rows of scarlet

scratches
fingernail
covering his arms and
neck that were now exposed through his torn
T-shirt.
It was like a scene
from the folk tale "The
Pied Piper" only in reverse.
During their second
two-song encore set of
"Another Piece of Red"
and "Diamond Smiles,"
the Rats discovered that
their brand of "rabid
rock" had "lured"
around SO dancing fans
on stage.
Despite the fact that
the Rats were drowning
in dancing bodies, they
tired, unsuccessfully, to
finish playing "Diamond
Smiles," even though
the rest of the audience
couldn’t see them perform.
The Rats managed
to hang in there for another couple of minutes
of unsynchronized
chords, before the music
slowly faded-out as the
security guard rescued
each member from his

respective instrument.
Lead singer Bob
Geldof was the last to be
rescued. Before his face
disappeared in the mass
of writhing bodies on
stage, he beamed a sinister
"rubber-lipped"
smile.
Why the smile?
"It’s always a pleasure to play for people
who want to dance," Geldof, the head rat, said as
the crowd’s thundering
ovation brought the
group out for their second encore set.
If the "mondo bubonic" band member
deemed it a pleasure to
play to a mere "dancingin-the-aisles" type audience, his rescuing security guards must have
found him doubled over
in ecstasy as they pulled
him free of the grateful
clutches of the wriggling
mass.
If there was any one
person to blame for the
crowd’s over-enthusiastic reaction, it would be
Geldof.

photo by Larry Brazol
Rats’ key boardist Johnnie Fingers leads into the hauntingly seductive intro
to "I Don’t Like Mondays.
"You guys are too
calm for me," Geldof
said after the first set of
songs. He then pointed
up to the audience up in
the balcony and said,
"I’m inviting you people
to get off your arse and
come down here and
dance."
Geldof, however,
was very concerned for

the audiences’ safety. He
stopped the group in the
middle of a song to allow
a group of fans still seated in ,the front row to
stand up.
"Let these people up
here stand up," he beckoned to the audience,
"They can really get hurt
unless you let them
stand up."

New York and San Diego, it’s about time somebody did something."
The song is based on
the story of the teenaged
girl who brought a gun
to school and began
shooting at students and
teachers. When asked
why she did it, she simply replied -- "I Don’t
Like Mondays."

Geldofs stage antics
are incredibly similar to
"rubber-lipped
his
savior," the Rolling
Stones’ Mick Jagger.

The Rats, through
their live performances,
seem to be trying to revive "danceable rock."
However, their music
displays definite signs of
new wave influences.

Although Geldof
claims that Jagger’s
moves are more "coordinated and balletic," than
his own "gangly, apelike- stage moves, he did
have Jagger’s patented
rooster-walk and the Jagger-Richard single mike
duet down pat.
Vocally, Geldof resembles the Kinks’ Ray
Davies more in both
tone, quality and accent.

photo by Larry Brazil

Geldof demonstrates the Rats’ version of the Rolling Stones’ Mick laggerlKeith Richard single
microphone duet harmonizations.

Lyrically, Geldof is
perhaps the most effective when dealing with
social paradox.
"This next song is
asking for a change in
the present gun control
laws," Geldof explained
during the "I Don’t Like
Mondays" introducing.
"After what happened in

To dub them simply
a new wave band or revival rock band would be
short-changing them.
Their musical range
and versatility, coupled
with their effective ability to make a touching social statement, will make
them a force in influencing the future course of
rock.
Their efforts to
actively entertain audiences are refreshing.
Bands such as the Rats
and Greg Kihn, who tailor their shows for the
"little people who love
to dance," are now
emerging as a popular
trend among many rock
fans.
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ENTERTAiNER
CALENdAR
Movies
9 to 5 -- Wednesday, April 8, 7 and 10 p.m. at the
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission $1.50.

Comedy

Headliners

Just for Laughs -- Featuring Franklin Ajaye ,Kevin
Pollack and Jeff Ross-Saturday, April 4, 9 p.m. at
the Keystone, Palo Alto.

Dance
Dance Theater ’81 -- Tonight, Friday and Saturday, 8
p.m. at the University Theatre. Admission $3,
general, and $1.50, students. For reservations
and more information call 277-2777.

Exhibitions
Alison Knowles "The House of Dust" -- Installation
and poem -Now appearing in Gallery 2 of the
SJSU Art Department through April 24. Admission is free.

The Pace -- Friday, April 3, 9:30 p.m. at the Bodega,
Campbell.
John Hammond plus Mark Naftalin -- Friday, April
3, 9 p.m. at The Cellar, Los Altos.
Hot Cider -- Friday, April 3 and Saturday, April 4, 9
p.m. at The Country Store, Sunnyvale.
The Plimsouls -- Friday, April 3, 9 p.m. at the
Keystone, Palo Alto.
Hush plus special guests 415 -- Friday, April 3, 9
p.m. at the Smokey Mountain, Campbell.
Al Millar and the Robots.. Friday, April 3, 9 p.m. at
The Wooden Nickel, Santa Clara.
California Zephyr -- Saturday, April 4, 9 p.m. ast
Barney Steel’s, Redwood City.
Earth Quake -- Saturday, April 4, 9 p.m. at the
Bodega, Campbell.
The Hellman and Groves Band -- Saturday. April 4.
9 p.m. at The Cellar, Los Altos.
Avalon -- Friday, April 3 and Saturday. April 4. 9 p.m.
at Fargos Pizza, the Old Mill Center, Mountain
View.
The Lloyds plus the Squares.. Saturday, April 4. 9
p.m. at the Keystone, Palo Alto.
Hush plus special guests The Tom Landry Band -Saturday, April 4, 9 p.m. at the Smokey
Mountain, Campbell.
Lassage and Southard -- Saturday, April 4, 9 p.m. at
the Vintage House, San Jose.
The Same plus The Retorts and Los Olividados -Friday, April 3, 9 p.m. at San Jose City College

photo by Bill Andrews

Michael Tracey, member of the Pilobolus Dance Theatre Group, taught dance
students his techniques at classes held last week at the San jose Center for the
Performing Arts.
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Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.
But now you can buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
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complete 3 piece group
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